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COFOG:  POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

1. COFOG (Classification of the Functions of Government) was published by the United Nations in
1980 (statistical paper ST/ESA/STAT/SER.M/70).  It is one of four functional classifications of the 1993
System of National Accounts (Annex V,page 599) and the 1995 European System of Accounts (Annex IV,
page 301).  It is currently being revised.

2. The revision of COFOG is being undertaken by the OECD at the request of the Inter Secretarial
Working Group on National Accounts.  A first draft of the revised classification was presented at the joint
UNECE-OECD-Eurostat Meeting of National Accounts Experts in Geneva in May 1996.  A second draft
was presented at the Eurostat National Accounts Working Party in Luxembourg in December 1996.
Participants at the joint OECD-UNECE-Eurostat Meeting of National Accounts Experts to be held in Paris
in June 1997 are being asked to consider the third draft of the revised classification.

3. In discussions on the revision of COFOG, the following main proposals have emerged:

− distinguish between individual and collective services;
− identify applied research and experimental development in all main functions;
− create a new division for environment protection activities of government;
− bring the classification of social security and welfare into line with more recent classifications

of social protection;
− simplify the classification.

4. Individual and collective services are distinguished in the divisions dealing with education;
health;  social protection (which now includes individual housing services);  and recreation, culture and
religion.  The 1993 SNA also suggests that expenditures on part of the collection of household refuse and
part of the operation of the transport system should be considered as individual when they are important.
This has not been done because, at the joint UNECE-OECD-Eurostat Meeting of National Accounts
Experts (Geneva,May 1996), it was decided that these expenditures should be treated as collective.

5. Applied research and experimental development has been identified at the group level in all
Divisions (other than Division 12:  Expenditures Not Classified by Division) as "Research and
Development".  Basic research is retained as a group in Division 01:  General Public Services (where it
was formerly classified as "Fundamental Research").

• • Is this sufficient or should the groups dealing with applied research and experimental
development be broken down further or differently?  In particular, in Division 11:  Sectoral
Economic Affairs, Group 11.8:  Research and Development is subdivided by kind of activity, but
it could be broken down according to the Eurostat R&D classification (NABS) as follows:

− −  agriculture production and technology;
− −  general planning of land use;
− − exploration and exploitation of the earth;
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− − exploration and exploitation of space;
− − industrial production and technology;
− − construction and planning of buildings;
− − civil engineering;
− − transport systems;
− − telecommunication systems.

6. A new division has been created for environment protection, namely:  Division 9:  Environment
Protection.  As these activities are often horizontal, there may be overlaps between the groups and classes
in this division and those of other divisions.  These overlaps will need to be identified and removed before
the classification can be finalised.  There is, for example, an overlap between Class 09.4.1:  Nature
Conservation and Class 11.2.8:  Fishing and Hunting.

• • Are there any other overlap problems?

7. Division 6, formerly Social Security and Welfare Affairs and Services, has been renamed “Social
Protection” and reclassified in line with the European System of Integrated Social Protection Statistics
(ESSPROS).  The original two groups, covering social security and welfare respectively, have been
replaced by seven groups covering the eight core social protection functions specified in ESSPROS (health
care is covered in Division 5:  Health).

• • Is putting housing and social exclusion into the same group (Group 06.7:  Housing and Social
Exclusion) satisfactory given the relative importance of housing?

• • Should the number of groups be reduced and, if so, how should the social protection functions be
grouped?

• • Should there be separate classes for cash benefits and benefits in kind?

• • Should a separate class be created for occupational injury and disease in Group 06.2:  Disability?

• • Into which group should administration of war veterans' affairs be placed (formerly classified
under “welfare service not delivered through residential institutions”)?

• • In COICOP and COPNI, hospices for terminally ill persons have been classified under social
protection.  Into which social protection group should they be placed in COFOG or should they
be classified as a medical establishment in Division 5:  Health?

8. Simplification of the classification has taken the form of reducing the number of divisions and
the number of “n.e.c.” classes within divisions.

9. The former divisions 09 to 13 covering sectoral and general economic affairs and services have
been reduced to two divisions, namely:  Division 10:  General Economic Affairs and Division 11:  Sectoral
Economic Affairs.  This has been achieved by making the former divisions covering sectors into groups
while retaining the former classes.  In other words, there has been a reordering and renumbering with no
loss of detail, except in the case of the former Division 12:  Transport and Communication Affairs and
Services.  For this activity, it was not possible to retain the distinction between the construction and
operation of transport systems for the five types of transport specified.
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10. The n.e.c. classes removed are those within groups; the n.e.c. classes for divisions have been
retained.  Seventeen n.e.c..classes have been surpressed.

• • Are these simplification measures acceptable and sufficient?

• • If they are, would there be any objections to a reordering of divisions that would make the
distinction between collective and individual services clearer?  More specifically, the divisions
could be reordered as follows:

− − general public services;
− − defence;
− − public order and safety;
− − general economic affairs;
− − sectoral economic affairs;
− − housing and community amenities;
− − environment protection;
− − social protection;
− − health;
− − education;
− − recreation, culture and religion;
− − expenditures not classified by division.

10. Assistance with the following points raised by countries and others would be appreciated.

• • Should street lighting be included in Division 11:  Sectoral Affairs (in Class 11.4.1:  Road
Transport) instead of Division 08:  Housing and Community Amenities?

• • Should civil defence be included in Division 03:  Public Order and Safety instead of Division 02:
Defence?

• • Should medical and dental services at schools be left in Group 04.5:  Subsidiary Services to
Education or moved to Group 05.2:  Out-patient Services (in COICOP household purchases of
medical and dental services from educational establishments are included under health)?

• • Military hospitals (other than field hospitals) are included in Division 5:  Health.  Where should
prison hospitals be classified?

• • Group 05.4:  Prescribed Medical Products, Equipment and Appliances consists of one class.  It
has been suggested by OECD health economists that this group should be divided into three
classes, namely:

− − medicaments;
− − medical products other than medicaments;
− − therapeutic appliances and equipment?


